July 2009

Dear Happy to Help,
I’ve been wondering what exactly to include in my progress note for an O.D. evaluation
or an On-Call evaluation. Are these evaluations always considered crisis interventions?
Signed--Just Not Too Sure
Hello Just Not Too Sure,
As always, what you say and how you say it make a big difference! My suggestion is to
make sure to include all of the following 5 elements to fully document the Crisis
Intervention (which is the essential nature of an O.D. or On-Call evaluation).
These are:
1) a clear statement that the service was unplanned (state the need for an immediate
therapeutic response)
2) a clear statement that the crisis required assessing danger to self/others or grave
disability
3) document that the risk assessment was done and what was actually determined by
the risk assessment
4) include a MSE and a 5 Axis Diagnosis
5) make sure it’s the client’s crisis (not the parent’s) that you are documenting
Take care--Happy to Help
Dear Happy to Help,
I have heard that recently services were recouped due to missing general and
medication consents. Is that true?
Signed--Curious
Dear Curious,
That is a fact! Apparently, various chart features become a focus at different times so
recently and in the upcoming year both general consents and medication consents will
need to be present in order for ED’s to be passed by your MRT. If clinicians are diligent
about getting general consents at initial intake and our MDs get consents before a
medication is prescribed then there is little to worry about. MDs will need to pay special
attention that dosage levels noted on the consents are consistent with what they are
prescribing. Also the importance of signatures accompanied by the date signed cannot
be overemphasized. I want to make an additional reminder to update general and
medication consents when a youth turns 18 and if a client changes to a different region
for services.
Sincerely---Happy to Help

